Over the past few decades, significant progress has been made to manipulate thermal transport in solids. Most of the effort has focused on reducing the phonon mean free path through boundary scattering. Herein, we demonstrate that the phonon confinement effect can also be used as a tool for managing thermal transport in solids. We measured the thermal conductivities of 10-70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As nanofilms and found that the thermal conductivities decrease as the film thickness decreases. However, the reasons for this reduction differ for films with different thicknesses. The thermal conductivity of the 30-and 70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As nanofilms decreases because of severe phonon boundary scattering. Our analysis indicates that phonon confinement occurs in the 10-and 20-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As nanofilms, which modifies phonon dispersion leading to changes in the phonon group velocity and the Debye temperature. These experimental and theoretical results could help to elucidate the phonon confinement effect in nanomaterials as well as establish a platform for understanding nanoscale thermal physics. Published by AIP Publishing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The transistor was invented in 1947 and after 70 years, we are immersed in smart devices such as computers and smartphones. This revolutionary development was possible mainly due to the semiconductor, whose electrical conductivity can be tuned over several orders of magnitude.
On the other hand, the methods of manipulating thermal transport in materials remain rudimentary. Thus, over the past few decades, researchers have been focusing on expanding the thermal limits of materials by means of nanostructuring.
1 This is because nanostructuring can affect two length scales in phonon transport: the phonon mean free path (MFP) and wavelength. The effects of these two characteristic length scales on phonon transport can be categorized into three regimes: bulk like, boundary scattering (or Casimir), and confinement.
2 When the size of nanostructures is less than the phonon MFP, the thermal conductivity decreases owing to severe boundary scattering. Ever since the pioneering work of Li et al., 3 this phenomenon has been extensively studied and demonstrated. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] When the thickness of low-dimensional materials is small/comparable to the dominant phonon wavelength, the spatial confinement from the boundaries could affect the phonon properties, such as the phonon density of states (DOS), group velocity, and heat capacity. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The thermal conductivity k is a function of specific heat per frequency, C v , phonon group velocity, v g , and MFP, l, integrated over a frequency, x. If the physical size of a crystal is much less than the phonon MFP and smaller than or comparable to the phonon wavelength, the phonon confinement is important and affects the thermal conductivity due to the modified phonon dispersion relation, which leads to changes in both the speed of sound c s and the Debye temperature h D . Balandin and Wang suggested that a semiconductor quantum well, such as a 10-nm-thick silicon (Si) film, can reduce the phonon group velocity owing to phonon confinement. 11 Thereafter, several studies have confirmed the modification of phonon properties via molecular dynamics (MD). 15, 16 However, in many experimental studies on two-dimensional (2D) materials, it was difficult to detect the spatial confinement phenomena. Neogi et al. 17 concluded that the thermal conductivities of the sub-30-nm-thick Si films could not be analyzed based on the changes in phonon dispersion; however, the scattering due to the surface roughness ascribed to native oxide adequately described their experimental data. Pettes et al. 18 measured the thermal conductivity of 9-25-nm-thick bismuth telluride nanoplates. Diffuse surface scattering resulted in a decrease in the thermal conductivity of sub-20-nm-thick films. This order of reduction is greater than its bulk counterpart. 18 Liu and Asheghi reported that the thermal conductivity of a 20-nm-thick silicon (Si) layer is 22 W/m-K at room temperature, which is lower than the bulk value of 148 W/m-K. This was ascribed to a reduction in the phonon MFP. 19 Wingert et al. reported that the thermal conductivity of 15-nm-thick germanium (Ge) nanowires is two times lower than the predicted value; they ascribed this finding to the decrease in phonon MFP and the bulk phonon group velocity. 20 This result suggests that ultra-small nanomaterials could modify the phonon properties by means of the spatial confinement effect. To clarify this context, additional experimental investigations on ultra-thin 2D materials are necessary in order to confirm the modification of phonon properties via spatial confinement.
II. DETAILS IN EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT
Herein, we demonstrated the effect of phonon confinement, i.e., the modification of phonon dispersion, on the thermal conductivity of nanofilms. High-quality In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As single-crystal films were synthesized using the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on lattice matched substrates, which minimizes the defects. The thermal conductivities of the 10-70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms were measured. To understand how the thermal properties deteriorated, phonon dispersion in In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films of various thicknesses was simulated based on lattice dynamics. The experimental and theoretical results presented in this work are advantageous to elucidate the phonon confinement effect in nanomaterials.
The 10-70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films were grown on lattice matched InP substrates via molecular beam epitaxy with a base pressure of approximately 10 À10 Torr consistent with the experimental conditions of our previous studies. 21, 22 The InP substrate was mounted on molybdenum blocks for uniform substrate heating. The substrate was heated to desorb the native oxide under As overpressure, and In 0.52 Al 0. 48 As buffer layers were grown to create a smooth and atomically clean surface for In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As film growth. The single crystallinity of the as-deposited films was confirmed using smallangle X-ray diffraction (XRD). The small angle XRD was performed on deposited samples by using Ultima model XRD, Rigaku, Japan. By avoiding complex structural analysis, we have performed a simple study to analyze the crystallinity of the deposited films. XRD is widely used for crystal structure and phase identification. Although it is a surface characterization technique, X-rays can penetrate to depths ranging from a few nm to a micron. 23 We have analyzed both sides of the deposited In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As/InP, as can be seen in Fig. 1 [24] [25] [26] The peak position at 37.56 does not correspond to In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As, InP, or any oxide; instead, it corresponds to In metal, which could be because of the fact that during the MBE process, excessive In could have been deposited. 27 However, the peak intensity of In/InP reflections decreased gradually when X-rays were incident on the surface of In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As, which signifies that the In peak position is related to the InAlAs-InP layer. Hereby, no other diffraction peaks of In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As were detected, which confirmed that the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As is single-crystalline. The $2.94 Å and $5.895 Å d-spacing and lattice constant, respectively, of In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As match with the original calculated value, while the InP peak matches with the 220 reflection having a lattice constant of 5.85 Å . In the case of the 10-nmthick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As, owing to the small thickness of the deposited films, X-rays penetrate more across the film depth, and hence, a few traces of InAs are observed between 25 and 27 . Given that the In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As deposition is performed on In 0.52 Al 0. 48 As, those traces are quantified with the buffer layer.
For measuring the thermal conductivity, first, the substrate was removed to make the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms. To do this, we attached the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films on slide glasses by using crystal bonds, which made it easy for handling the materials. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was used to selectively etch the InP substrate, and the In 0.52 Al 0. 48 As buffer layer while leaving the In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films intact. Furthermore, the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films were soaked in acetone for removing the crystal bond. The nanofilms were transferred to a device for thermal conductivity measurement using a drop-dry technique. 18, [28] [29] [30] The measurement device was then rinsed in acetone to clean any bonding residue. image of free-standing In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As showing a singlecrystalline order. The XRD patterns exhibit good agreement with the single phase and the crystalline order of In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As. Thus, we confirmed that the nanofilms retain their single crystallinity even after the removal of the substrates.
The thermal conductivities of the nanofilms were measured using the modified T-bridge method. The T-bridge method was originally developed to measure the thermal conductivity of one-dimensional (1D) nanowires and/or nanotubes. 31, 32 Later, we modified and updated the technique to measure the thermal conductivity of 2D materials. 33 Although the details of this measurement method are available in our previous publication, 33 a brief explanation is provided herein. By passing a current through a suspended heater, Joule heating is generated [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The suspended heater also functions as a thermometer, so any rise in its temperature is recorded. The generated heat can only be dissipated through either a 2D material or the suspended heater to the heat sink. The temperature increase in the suspended heater depends on the thermal resistance of the 2D material. For example, if the thermal resistance of the 2D material is small, Joule heat is preferentially transported through the 2D material. Then, the temperature rise of the suspended heater will be insignificant. Therefore, by measuring the temperature rise of the suspended heater, the thermal conductivity of the nanofilms can be determined.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3(a) shows the experimental results of the thermal conductivity 10-, 20-, 30-, and 70-nm-thick and bulk 34 (1.4 lm thick) In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As as represented by dots. The Callaway model 35 under the relaxation time approximation with Debye dispersion was used to explain the experimental data. It is well known that alloy atoms scatter high frequency phonons 36 so that their contribution to thermal transport can be negligible. With this reason, a cutoff frequency and a linear dispersion relationship were used to calculate thermal conductivity of the SiGe alloy. 37, 38 This justifies our use of the Debye model. In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As is a semiconducting material with no intentional doping; hence, the contribution of electrons to thermal conductivity is assumed to be small and neglected in theoretical calculations. To calculate the lattice thermal conductivity, k, the Callaway model 35 was used, which is based on the Boltzmann transport equation with the relaxation time approximation shown in Eqs. (1)-(4). The Callaway's model 35 with the Debye dispersion, which ignores polarization, was used. Thermal conductivity is expressed as follows:
where
and
where v g is the phonon group velocity (speed of sound), h D is the Debye temperature, x is the normalized frequency, hx/ k B T, and T is the absolute temperature. The combined relaxation time for the bulk determined using Matthiessen's rule 39 explains the dependency on scattering through other factors, as can be seen in the following equation:
where s U , s N , and s A are the relaxation times of Umklapp scattering, normal scattering, and defect or alloy scattering, respectively. The following are respective expressions of the relaxation times in Eq. (5), where x, T, and l are phonon frequency, absolute temperature, and thickness of the thin film, respectively:
The relaxation time expressions from Slack et al. 40 are given by Eqs. (6) and (7) . Table I lists the constants used in Eqs. (6)- (8); these fit the experimental data of thermal conductivity of 1.4-lm-thick 34 In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As, in Fig. 4(a) . The combined relaxation time is calculated by the model suggested by Tang et al. 41 which considers the boundary scattering effect on the mean free path of phonons in 2D thin films. The combined mean free path is able to be evaluated by the thickness of the thin film, d, and the bulk mean free path, ' bulk , where ' bulk , ¼ v g s bulk . The combined mean free path of phonon is expressed in Eq. (9) with the corresponding combined relaxation time in Eq. (10)
The combined mean free path can be calculated as an average value of mean free paths from two parts. Bulk scattering mechanisms denote phonon-phonon scattering and the alloy scattering. Another part is due to the boundary scattering from the thin film. The combined mean free path is the average value of these two separate mean free paths
Table I lists the constants used in the analysis to fit experimental data of thermal conductivity 1.4-lm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As. Although thermal conductivity prediction based on the full phonon dispersion would provide precise match on experimental data, the over-or underestimation due to the use of the Debye approximation could be ruled out in comparison of deviations in thermal conductivities of nanofilms as long as the same model is applied to all the materials used in this study.
For calculating the phonon dispersion relationship, the interatomic potential is required, and for In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As, the Tersoff potential has been used so far. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] The Tersoff potential parameters put forth by Ashu et al. 50 and Adhikari and Kumar 49 were further used in this calculation, as given in Table II . For forming a supercell, it is convenient to extend the primitive cell to an eight-atom conventional cell having the simple cubic (SC) structure along orthogonal axes. The structures of these films of various thicknesses were established by stacking N conventional unit cells along the out-of-plane direction with thickness t, as shown in Fig. 5 . The phonon dispersion of the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films was calculated using the general utility lattice program (GULP). 51, 52 For calculating the phonon dispersion relationship, the interatomic potential is required, and for In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As, the Tersoff potential has been used so far. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] The Tersoff potential parameters put forth by Ashu et al. 50 and Adhikari and Kumar 49 were further used in this calculation, as given in Table II .
When modeling a phonon wave of the scale of tens of nanometers, the material needs to be considered a discrete structure without periodicity. Crystalline InAs or GaAs contains a two-atom primitive basis, which is extended along a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. angle between the lattice vectors and the primitive basis. The CX direction is the propagation direction in this measurement, as shown in Fig. 5 . For forming a supercell, it is convenient to extend the primitive cell to an eight-atom conventional cell having the simple cubic (SC) structure along orthogonal axes. The structures of these films of various thicknesses were established by stacking N conventional unit cells along the out-of-plane direction with thickness t, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The in-plane structure has the periodicity required to form a 2D material along the x and y directions. Therefore, the Brillouin zone is modified by a break of periodicity along the out-of-plane direction.
The phonon dispersion of the In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films was calculated using GULP. 51, 52 For reducing the calculation time, In 0.47 Ga 0. 53 As is simplified to In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As with a conventional unit cell lattice constant of $5.5885 Å , which matches with experimental results because these two structures have rather similar phonon dispersions and phonon speeds of sound. 53 The phonon dispersion relationship of bulk In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The phonon group velocity of In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As is 3053.3 m/s, which is different from the experimental value of 3491.9 m/s and is based on the average values of In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As for three different acoustic modes. 54 We obtained the phonon dispersion relationship for bulk In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As and In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As nanofilms of various thicknesses, as shown in Figs. 6(b)-6(e). Considering the structure and lattice dynamics, the phonon group velocities of each branch are 2827.3 m/s for TA and 3652.6 m/s for LA in bulk materials. Furthermore, for calculation of phonon dispersion, there are many branches (especially due to the thin film) due to the number of atoms in the unit cell. To apply Debye approximation for phonon group velocity, we obtained the group velocity of three acoustic modes near the C point. The dashed line in Fig. 7 represents the group velocity of the three acoustic branches, which is assumed as the speed of sound through thicknesses of 10 and 20 nm; here, K ¼ 0.005, 0, 0 (where the normalized Brillouin Zone boundary is defined by K max ¼ 0.5, 0, 0). We noticed that the speed of sound in the 10-and 20-nm-thick decreases as the thickness decreases, and the corresponding value for the 30-and 70-nm-thick films is similar or converge to the bulk value, as given in Table III . Figure 8 shows phonon mean free paths from Umklapp, alloy, and boundary scatterings and combined mean free paths of the 10-nm-thick In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As nanofilm at 300 and 800 K. The solid line corresponds to the case where the phonon in the nanofilm is confined by the nanosize. In this calculation, the modified (reduced) phonon group velocity was chosen followed by the modified Debye temperature. The segmented line is mean free paths when the nanofilm phonon group velocity was assumed to be the bulk group velocity, and the same in the Debye temperature. As in this figure, the combined mean free path with the modified properties (solid) is shorter than the one with the bulk properties (segmented) due to its reduced group velocity and has a short frequency regime due to its reduced Debye temperature. These contribute to the reduced thermal conductivities in In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As nanofilms. The results of theoretical analysis of the bulk and nanofilm phonon dispersions are indicated by dashed and solid lines, respectively, in Fig. 3(a) . Once the thermal conductivity of the 1.4-lm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As film was analyzed, the same code, except for the thickness in boundary scattering, was used to fit the experimental data of the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the theoretical results of the 30-and 70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films adequately explain the experimental data, while the deviation between the experimental data and the analytical results is noticeable in the case of the 10-and 20-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films. To further clarify this deviation, the thermal conductivities of In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As at 300 K versus thickness are presented in Fig. 3(b) . The solid line is based on simulation with bulk group velocity, v g , and dots are based on experimental data. This result suggests that boundary scattering alone cannot describe the thermal conductivity of the 10-and 20-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As films. For a more accurate theoretical picture, we have included a phonon confinement effect in the analysis, i.e., modified phonon dispersion, in the analysis.
We noticed that the phonon group velocities, i.e., the speed of sound, are reduced in the case of the 10-and 20-nm-thick nanofilms as in Fig. 7 , while those in the case of the 30-and 70-nm-thick nanofilms are appeared to be similar to the bulk value, which is 3053.3 m/s. The changes in phonon dispersion affect the phonon group velocity v g , the Debye temperature h D , and the phonon DOS. The phonon DOS modifies the phonon heat capacity; however, changes in phonon heat capacity could occur in considerably thin nanofilms (<5 nm) at low temperatures (<20 K).
2 Therefore, we excluded the possibility of changes in the phonon DOS. The modified phonon group velocity affects the Debye cutoff frequency
Figure 4(a) shows the thermal conductivities of the bulk, 10 nm, and 20 nm thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As. Here, the theoretical thermal conductivities marked as hAi, hBi, hCi correspond to different calculation conditions. The line a used the bulk group velocity, v g , and the bulk Debye temperature, h D , in the thermal conductivity calculation of the thin film. These lines expect higher thermal conductivities than experimental ones in both thin films below 20 nm thickness. However, sub-20-nm thin films have lower group velocities than the bulk as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a) , which is the modified phonon dispersion based on Debye approximation. The phonon group velocity of the 10-nm-thick nanofilm is half that of the bulk sample. The changes in phonon dispersion affect not only the phonon group velocity but also the Debye temperature. The reduced phonon group velocity decreases the transport velocity of phonons, thereby leading to a decrease in the thermal conductivity. The low Debye temperature indicates that the range of the phonon spectrum shrinks, which also leads to reduced thermal conductivity. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , by adding these effects one by one, namely, the phonon group velocity and the Debye temperature, the thermal conductivity decreases. Figure 4 (c), which shows phonon mean free path of 10 nm In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilm versus phonon frequency, explains why these calculation conditions gives gradually reduced thermal conductivities. From the combined mean free paths of In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films at 300 K shown in the inset of Fig. 4(c) , the mean free path of the 10 nm In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilm is chosen as a representative example and presented to explain effects of modified v g and the h D on the phonon mean free path. With the bulk group velocity and the bulk Debye temperature, the combined mean free path hAi is evaluated as long and having a short wavelength regime. Due to the modified group velocity which is slower than one of the bulk, the mean free path becomes shorter hBi than hAi. Here, we should consider the modified Debye temperature since the group velocity is reduced as in the thin film. This makes the regime of the phonon frequency to be short followed by the reduced integral domain in the DebyeCallaway model, as represented in the line hCi in Fig. 4(c) . This theoretical thermal conductivity as the line hCi adequately explains sub-20-nm thin film thermal conductivity well.
The results show that phonon dispersion in considerably thin or small-diameter nanomaterials could be modified, and such modification leads to decreased thermal conductivity. In fact, there are experimental reports focusing on the changes in the phonon group velocity. 55, 56 Kwon et al. 2 showed that silicon and germanium nanostructures have certain critical values of thickness where the phonon transport phenomena drastically change into the confinement regime. Cuffe et al. 55 observed phonon dispersion modification in sub-30-nm-thick Si nanofilms. Jurgilaitis et al. 56 measured phonon dispersion in 50-nm-thick InSb nanowires using time-resolved XRD and found that the speed of sound is only 74% of that in the bulk counterpart. They also found that the elastic constant was reduced by 35% compared to the bulk value. This reduced elastic constant is expected based on the relationship of the speed of sound, i.e., the phonon group velocity v g ¼ (E/q) 0. 5 , where E and q are Young's modulus and density, respectively. Based on the XRD data shown in Fig. 1 and the lattice constant of bulk In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As, 57 the lattice constant of the In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As film is 5.868 Å , whereas those of the 20-and 10-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As films are 5.922 and 5.895 Å , respectively. The variation in the lattice constant is less than 1%; thus, reduced Young's modulus is the main reason for the decreased phonon group velocity. This elastic softening has been reported in sub-30-nm-thick Si nanowires, 58 sub-30-nm-thick Si nanotubes, 59 and Si cantilevers. 60, 61 Wingert et al. 59 observed a sixfold reduction in Young's modulus compared to bulk Si based on the experimental measurements. In this study, the phonon group velocity of the 10-nmthick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As film is 55% lower than that of bulk In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As as in Table III . In addition, we observed an around 3.3-fold reduction in Young's modulus in the case of the 10-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilm. The dependence of the Debye temperature on the elastic constant is known. 62 The changes in the elastic constants are followed by modification in the Debye temperature. Figure 8 shows the calculated individual MFPs according to the Umklapp, alloy, and boundary scatterings. Additionally, it shows the effective MFP of the 10-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilm at 300 and 800 K. Both the boundary and alloy scatterings are extrinsic effects; thus, the MFPs are governed by the distance between the boundary and alloy atoms. However, changes in phonon dispersion inevitably lead to changes in the selection rules in the phonon-phonon scattering process. Consequently, Umklapp scattering should be affected. The appearance of the Debye temperature in the Umklapp relaxation time as in Eq. (6) is the reason for this finding. While there could be materials for which this intrinsic scattering process, i.e., the Umklapp and normal scatterings, is important, we can conclude that the changes in the MFP of the In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms were not observed. This further supports the assertion that the modification of the phonon group velocity and the Debye temperature due to the changes in the phonon dispersion is the main reason for the reduction in the thermal conductivity when phonon confinement occurs.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, the thermal conductivities of 10-70-nmthick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms were measured. The experimental results reveal that there was a decrease in the thermal conductivity due to a decrease in the film thickness; however, we found that the reason for this decrease depends on the thickness. The reduction of the thermal conductivities of the 30-and 70-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0. 47 As nanofilms was caused by severe phonon boundary scattering. However, the thermal conductivities of the 10-and 20-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As nanofilms were lower than the Casimir limit. Our analysis indicates that phonon confinement occurred in the 10-and 20-nm-thick In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As nanofilms; thus, the changes in phonon dispersion were found to modify the phonon group velocity and the Debye temperature. This result suggests that thermal transport in solids can be manipulated not only by phonon boundary scattering but also by phonon confinement effects. 
